**STEP 1.** Place three right side frames (A) on a flat hard surface. Snap each side frame together. Insert 24 horizontal poles (D) into holes in each side frame.

**STEP 2.** Place three left side frames (B) on a flat hard surface. Snap each side frame together. Place assembled left side frames onto top of poles aligning poles with the holes in side frame. Tap firmly until poles are seated into holes.

**STEP 3.** Place the two over the door brackets (C) on the top of the door. Snap assembled shoe rack onto door brackets as shown below. Peel off backing and place male & female velcro dots (E) on bottom of rack and door where the rack rests on the door.

**NOTE:** Bars can be folded up for optional hightop shoe or boot storage.

**Assembly Time:**
Less than 15 minutes.

**Tools Needed:** No tools required.